Driving a car can become a reality for many people who are paralyzed, even people with very limited hand and arm function. There is a wide range of driving equipment and vehicle modifications on the market today. One tip for the newly paralyzed: Please make sure you get your regular wheelchair before you buy an adapted vehicle as not all wheelchairs fit in every vehicle.

The first step in the process of learning to drive with paralysis is to get a thorough evaluation from a qualified driver trainer to determine your basic driving set-up, specific modifications, and driving equipment. An evaluation includes vision screening and assesses muscle strength, flexibility and range of motion; coordination and reaction time; judgment and decision making; and ability to drive with adaptive equipment.
To find a qualified evaluator, contact a local rehabilitation center or contact the Association for Driver Rehabilitation Specialists (ADED – see below), which maintains a list of certified specialists throughout the country.

As for getting a driver’s license, states require a valid learner’s permit or driver’s license to receive an on-the-road evaluation. You cannot be denied the opportunity to apply for a permit or license because you have a disability, but you may receive a restricted license, based on the use of adaptive devices.

Once you get the go-ahead from the evaluation, it’s time to think about the kinds of vehicles that suit your abilities and needs. Selecting a vehicle for modification requires collaboration with the evaluator and a qualified vehicle modification dealer. The following questions can help with vehicle selection and whether you can adapt a car you already own.

Does the necessary adaptive equipment require a van, or will a passenger car suffice (will you be driving from a wheelchair or can you transfer to the car seat? If you can transfer in and drive a car your choices are much wider.

Can the vehicle accommodate the equipment that needs to be installed?

Will there be enough space to accommodate other passengers once the vehicle is modified?

Is there adequate parking space at home and at work for the vehicle and for loading/unloading a wheelchair or walker?

If a third party is paying for the vehicle, adaptive devices, or modification costs, find out if there are any limitations or restrictions on what is covered. Always get a written statement on what a funding agency will pay before making your purchase.

The cost of modifying a vehicle varies greatly. A new vehicle modified with adaptive equipment can cost from $20,000 to $80,000. Therefore, it pays to investigate public and private opportunities for financial assistance.

There are programs that help pay part or all of the cost of vehicle modification, depending on the cause and nature of the disability. Contact your state’s department of Vocational Rehabilitation or another agency that provides vocational services, and, if appropriate, the Department of Veterans Affairs. Also, consider the following:

- Many nonprofit associations that advocate for individuals with disabilities have grant programs that help pay for adaptive devices.
- If you have private health insurance or workers’ compensation, you may be covered for adaptive devices and vehicle modification. Check with your insurance carrier.
Many manufacturers have rebate or reimbursement plans for modified vehicles.
Some states waive the sales tax for adaptive devices if you have a doctor’s prescription for their use.

You may be eligible for savings when submitting your federal income tax return. Check with a qualified tax consultant to find out if the cost of your adaptive devices will help you qualify for a medical deduction.

Find a qualified dealer to modify your vehicle. Ask questions, check credentials and references. Do they work with evaluators? Will they look at your vehicle before you purchase it? Do they require a prescription from a physician or other driver evaluation specialist? Do they provide training on how to use the equipment? Do they provide service? What is the cost? How long will it take to do the work? What is the warranty?

Sources: U.S. Department of Transportation, Association for Driver Rehabilitation Specialists

Web Sites

http://www.adamobility.com
Adaptive Driving Alliance
A nationwide group of vehicle modification dealers. Members modify and sell adaptive automotive equipment including car hand controls and other driving aids, wheelchair vans, wheelchair lifts, and scooter lifts.

http://myaota.aota.org/driver_search/index.aspx
American Occupational Therapist Association (AOTA): Find A Driving Specialist
A nationwide database of driving programs and specialists can help you to locate services near you.

http://www.aded.net
The Association for Driver Rehabilitation Specialists (ADED)
ADED supports professionals working in the field of driver education/training and transportation equipment modifications for persons with disabilities. The site includes a directory that allows people to search for driver rehabilitation specialists and mobility equipment dealers by location.

http://atwikiassistivetech.net/index.php/Vehicle_lifts_and_ramps
ATWiki: Vehicle Lifts and Ramps
This wiki, which anyone can edit, includes answers to frequently asked questions about vehicle lifts and ramps as well as links to other information resources.

https://craighospital.org/resources/estoy-listo-para-una-camioneta
Craig Hospital: Am I Ready for a Van?

[www.disabilitygas.org](http://www.disabilitygas.org)

**Disability Gas Coalition**
Works to bring attention to the problem of service and accessibility for people with disabilities who need assistance at the gas pump.


**Disabled Dealer Magazine**
Disabled Dealer runs classified ads for adaptive equipment, including vehicle access items such as lifts and hand controls. The site also lists mobility equipment dealers by geographic area.

[http://www.infinitec.org/driving](http://www.infinitec.org/driving)

**Infinitec: Adaptive Driving**
Infinitec provides information on all types of assistive technology. The section on adaptive driving has information on driving assessments, vehicle modifications, equipment dealers and ideas for funding vehicle modifications.

[http://www.kempf-usa.com](http://www.kempf-usa.com)

**KEMPF**
1245 Lakeside Drive #3005
Sunnyvale, CA 94085
Phone: 408-773-0129, 888-453-6738 (Toll-free)
Email: info@kempf-usa.com
KEMPF manufactures adaptive driving products that can be installed in cars with automatic transmission.

[www.specialkidsfund.org/wheelchair](http://www.specialkidsfund.org/wheelchair)

**MagicMobility: Wheelchair Van Donation Program**
111 Autumn Rd.
Lakewood, NJ 08701
Special Kids Fund (SKF) a non-profit organization, which has a national wheelchair van assistance program. They receive donated adapted vehicles and distribute them to needy children, adults and disabled veterans throughout the U.S. This provides a wonderful legacy for the donor, as well as an IRS tax deduction for a vehicle donation, since the vans are not sold, but are instead transferred to a needy recipient. They also take older and higher mileage vehicles, as long as they are in good running condition. If you want to donate a van or if you need an adapted van, please visit their website to learn more.


**Michigan Paralyzed Veterans of America: Pump Guide**
An online directory of gas stations in Michigan that offer full pump services to drivers with disabilities at self-serve prices.
An online directory of gas stations serving drivers with disabilities in Michigan.
Mobility Ventures makes vehicles specifically for people with disabilities and those who help service them. Its MV-1 is the only vehicle designed from the ground up for wheelchair accessibility.

National Highway and Transportation Safety Administration: Automotive Safety Issues for Persons With Disabilities
This page lists links to resources for consumers, including regulations and research reports. The site includes a brochure, Adapting Motor Vehicles for People with Disabilities, which can be downloaded as a PDF.

NMEDA is a trade association of mobility equipment dealers, manufacturers, driver rehabilitation specialists and other professionals. All members work together to improve transportation options for people with disabilities. The organization sets annual guidelines for equipment installation and modifications and has a Quality Assurance Program (QAP) developed to promote quality, safety, and reliability within the industry. The site has a dealer locator for people to find QAP certified dealers of wheelchair accessible vehicles and adaptive equipment.

NMEDA organizes an annual contest to give away a few adaptive vans to people with disabilities. Please contact them for the details.

This article from fall 2002 describes the University of Washington’s Department of Rehabilitation Medicine acquisition of a full-size van for its Driving Rehabilitation Program that is equipped with adaptive technology advanced enough to enable people with C5 spinal cord injuries to drive.

Veterans Health Administration: Driver Rehabilitation for Veterans with Disabilities Program
This January 2010 handbook, which can be downloaded as a PDF, provides information on the Department of Veterans Affairs’ (VA) comprehensive driver rehabilitation program for veterans with disabilities.

**Rental/Sale Companies:**

http://www.accessiblevans.com
**Accessible Vans of American (AVA)**
Phone: 866-224-1750 (Toll-free)
AVA is a member owned organization made up of independent mobility dealers across the United States who rent, sell and service wheelchair accessible vehicles. The organization focuses primarily on the rental of wheelchair accessible vehicles through a nationwide network of dealers.

http://www.braunability.com/
**BraunAbility**
Phone: 800-843-5438 (Toll-free)
Braun manufactures a full line of mobility products, including wheelchair vans and wheelchair lift systems.

http://www.rollxvans.com
**Rollx Vans**
6591 Highway 13 W
Savage, MN 55378
Phone: 952-890-7851, 800-956-6668 (Toll-free)
E-mail: questions@rollxvans.com
Rollx Vans sells new and used mini and full-size wheelchair vans direct to consumers.

www.mobilityworks.com
**MobilityWorks**
Phone: 877-275-4907
Offers the sale or rental of accessible vans, as well as adaptive driving aids, adaptive seating, lifts/ramps, and vehicle servicing.

http://www.wheelersvanrentals.com
**Wheelers Accessible Van Rentals**
Phone 800-456-1371 (Toll-free)
Wheelers offers wheelchair and scooter accessible transportation by the day, week, month and longer. Rental facilities are located in more than fifteen states nationwide.

http://www.wheelchairgetaways.com/
**Wheelchair Getaways**
Phone 800-642-2042 (Toll-free)
Email: info@wheelchairgetaways.com
Wheelchair Getaways offers daily, weekly, monthly and long-term wheelchair and scooter accessible van rentals in all 50 states and some parts of Canada. Delivery is available in some areas.

**Funding**

Funding for the purchase or modification of an automobile is difficult to obtain. Here are some resources for obtaining financial assistance.

http://www.harmar.com/pages/financial-support

**Harmar Mobility: Mobility Reimbursement Program**
This site has information on mobility programs from Chrysler, Ford, GM, Saturn, Toyota, Lexus, Volkswagen, Honda, Hyundai and Acura that provide rebates to disabled drivers for the installation of adaptive equipment in new vehicles.


**Hyundai Mobility Program**

http://www.massmatch.org/documents/AUTO_MANUFACTURERS_MOBILITY_PROGRAMS.pdf

**MassMATCH: Auto Manufacturers Mobility Programs**
This site has information on mobility programs from Chrysler, Ford, GM, Saturn, Toyota, Volkswagen, Honda, Hyundai, Subaru and Volvo that provide rebates to disabled drivers for the installation of adaptive equipment in new vehicles.

http://www.mobilityworks.com/financing/grant-assistance/

**MobilityWorks brochure: 7 Ways to Fund Your Accessible Vehicle**

https://novafunding.org/

**National Organization for Vehicle Accessibility (formerly Ralph Braun Foundation)**
631 W. 11th St.
Winamac, IN 46996
Phone: 574-946-6153
The Foundation assists people with some of the costs of purchasing accessible vehicles. For more information on their grants, please contact them.

http://www.travisroyfoundation.org

**Travis Roy Foundation**
Hemenway & Barnes LLP
75 State Street, 8th Floor
Boston, MA 02109
Phone: 617-619-8257
Email: info@travisroyfoundation.org
The Travis Roy Foundation is dedicated to enhancing the life of individuals with spinal cord injuries and their families by providing adaptive equipment and to finding a cure.
through increased funding of research, resulting in self-reliance and the ability to be as independent as possible.

http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/osers/rsa/index.html

U.S. Department of Education: Rehabilitation Services Administration
Your home state Department of Vocational Rehabilitation Services may provide assistance with vehicle adaptation when the person with the disability is trying to maintain employment, or continue their education.

http://ucp.org/resources/travel-transportation

United Cerebral Palsy: Transportation
This site provides information on accessible transportation, wheeled mobility and funding.

http://www.themobilityresource.com/

The Mobility Resource
111 Stow Ave., Suite 103
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 44221
Phone: 330-842-7443
Email: cmiller@themobilityresource.com
The Mobility Resource is the largest online inventory of accessible vehicles and adaptive equipment. This includes a complete line of scooter and wheelchair lifts, and adaptive driving equipment.

Articles


• “As the Wheel Turns: Safety in Your Chair Means Safety on the Road.” Quest. March-April 2004. pp. 30-32. This article discusses the importance of tie-down and lockdown systems for those who drive or travel in their chair.

The following books and videos are available for free loan from the PRC library. For more information, please visit the online catalog at: https://www.ChristopherReeve.org/Library

**Books**

- **Disabled Driver’s Mobility Guide.** Heathrow, FL: American Automobile Association, 1995. Includes sources for adapted controls, etc.


The following streaming videos from the Christopher & Dana Reeve Foundation can be viewed for free at www.paralysis.org. To view, click *See All Videos* on the top, then click the *Paralysis Resource Center* tab and scroll through the videos listed on the right.

**Videos**

- **Advanced Driving Controls: Funding & Evaluation**
  Learn about the wide variety of hand controls and modifications that are available.

- **Advanced Driving Controls 2: Control Options**
  Part two in our series featuring the variety of control options available.
• **Hot Rides**
  Part 1 features unique vehicles.

• **Hot Rides 2**
  Part two in our series featuring unique and unusual modified vehicles.

• **Stop & Go**
  Do you miss your manual transmission? Ever want to fly a plane? See these and more unique hand controls available for your vehicle.

The information contained in this message is presented for the purpose of educating and informing you about paralysis and its effects. Nothing contained in this message should be construed nor is intended to be used for medical diagnosis or treatment. It should not be used in place of the advice of your physician or other qualified health care provider. Should you have any health care related questions, please call or see your physician or other qualified health care provider promptly. Always consult with your physician or other qualified health care provider before embarking on a new treatment, diet or fitness program. You should never disregard medical advice or delay in seeking it because of something you have read in this message.
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